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Abstract

Although the structures associated with overthrust terrains form important targets in many basins, accurately
imaging remains challenging. Steep dips and strong lateral velocity variations associated with these complex
structures require prestack depth migration instead of simpler time migration. The associated rough topogra-
phy, coupled with older, more indurated, and thus high-velocity rocks near or outcropping at the surface often
lead to seismic data that suffer from severe statics problems, strong head waves, and backscattered energy from
the shallow section, giving rise to a low signal-to-noise ratio that increases the difficulties in building an accurate
velocity model for subsequent depth migration. We applied a multidomain cascaded noise attenuation workflow
to suppress much of the linear noise. Strong lateral velocity variations occur not only at depth but near the
surface as well, distorting the reflections and degrading all deeper images. Conventional elevation corrections
followed by refraction statics methods fail in these areas due to poor data quality and the absence of a con-
tinuous refracting surface. Although a seismically derived tomographic solution provides an improved image,
constraining the solution to the near-surface depth-domain interval velocities measured along the surface out-
crop data provides further improvement. Although a one-way wave-equation migration algorithm accounts for
the strong lateral velocity variations and complicated structures at depth, modifying the algorithm to account for
lateral variation in illumination caused by the irregular topography significantly improves the image, preserving
the subsurface amplitude variations. We believe that our step-by-step workflow of addressing the data quality,
velocity model building, and seismic imaging developed for the Tuha Basin of China can be applied to other
overthrust plays in other parts of the world.

Introduction
Although the structures associated with overthrust

terrains form important targets in many basins, accurate
seismic imaging remains challenging. There are often
serious lateral velocity variations in overthrust belts,
which lead to ray bending, resulting in time-migrated
seismic images that are poorly focused images and mis-
positioned reflectors and diffracting edges. Depth migra-
tion is required to image complex overthrust structures
with strong lateral velocity variations. Unfortunately, the
imaging problems are not confined to the deeper struc-
tures. Rough topography and outcropped older, high-
velocity rocks in overthrust belts (Alfonso and Guevara,
2004) often lead to seismic data contaminated by head-
waves and coherent backscattered noise resulting in a
low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and serious statics prob-
lems, which complicate the velocitymodel building proc-
ess critical to accurate depth migration. Alfonso (2001)
identifies three major challenges in overthrust imaging:
topography and its correction, the lower S/N associated

with structure outcropping on the surface, and complex
subsurface structures.

Other authors have addressed the rough topography
and change in elevation encountered in overthrust belt
imaging. Reshef (1991), Gray and Marfurt (1995), and
Shragge (2005) find that depth migration directly from
topography provided more accurate images compared
with those computed from a flat datum after static cor-
rections. However, the velocity model building difficulty
remains, with a key challenge being how to integrate the
near-surface velocity model computed from refracted
waves with the deeper velocity model computed from
reflected waves. Static correction plus migration from
a floating datum provides a practical, but only partial,
solution to this difficult problem. Yilmaz (2001) summa-
rizes several static correction solutions, including field
statics, refraction statics (Schneider and Kuo, 1985; Ta-
ner et al., 1998), and tomostatics (Zhu et al., 1992, 1998;
Bell et al., 1994; Osypov, 1998). Accurate refraction stat-
ics computation requires continuous refractors and good
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data, but it often fails when the data are poor or when the
refracting horizons are discontinuous. Overthrust belts
exhibit different types of topography, with a weathering
zone occurring at lower elevations and outcrops at
higher elevations, with no continuous refractor running
across the entire survey. Such a near-surface problem
cannot be solved well with only one static correction
method.

Wang et al. (2012) identify several types of noise
common to overthrust belts. Older and more indurated
rocks outcrops give rise to high-amplitude headwaves,
backscattered energy, and other linear noise, which
overprints the reflections of interest. Such noise makes
velocity model building much more difficult because
the linear noise masks the reflections in common-image
gathers and gives rise to semblance anomalies that may
introduce incorrect velocity picks.

Ritchie et al. (2005) note the significant structural dis-
tortion due to severe thrusting or compression in over-
thrust belts. The structures in these areas are often very
complicated and give rise to serious lateral velocity var-
iations. Compared with lower cost Kirchhoff migration
and higher cost reverse time migration (RTM), one-way
wave-equation migration (Claerbout, 1971; Stoffa et al.,
1990; Ristow and Ruhl, 1994) provides a practical solu-

tion to overthrust imaging, providing the multipathing
benefits of a wave-equation method but at a reduced cost
and somewhat reduced sensitivity to velocity errors than
RTM. Although Jiao et al. (2004) apply this technique to
synthetics and Shragge (2005) to field data, one-way
wave-equation solutions face challenges in accurately
accounting for topography and high velocities near the
surface overlying slower velocities at depth, thereby fil-
tering out shorter wavelength components representing
steeper dips to make the algorithm stable.

Constructing an accurate velocity model is a key to
accurate depth imaging in an overthrust belt. For the
areas with relatively simple structures and high-S/N
data, layer-based coherency inversion (Yilmaz, 2001),
or simple conversion of stacking velocities (Dix, 1955)
can provide an initial interval velocity model. After con-
structing the first pass of (approximately flattened) mi-
grated gathers, one can use tomography to update the
velocity model (Etgen, 1988; Stork, 1992). However,
these methods often fail where rocks outcrop at the sur-
face and where the S/N is low. In this case, geologic in-
formation needs to be incorporated as well to build a
more accurate depth-domain velocity model.

We begin our paper by building a synthetic wave
equation model to better evaluate the quality of the seis-
mic images from the prestack time- and depth-migration
methods. We then introduce the depth-imaging work-
flow to be used in the overthrust belt. Next, we indicate
the benefit of tomography in addressing statics issues
associated with near-surface or outcrop high-velocity
rocks. We address the S/N through a multidomain noise
attenuation workflow. We then apply an amplitude-pre-
served one-way depthmigration that compensates for lat-
eral variation in wave illumination. Finally, we integrate
additional velocity information from geologic outcrops
to constrain our depth-domain velocity model, thereby
improving our images. We conclude with summary com-
ments and recommendations for further analysis.

Time imaging or depth imaging?
Although laterally variable from image point to im-

age point, the velocity model for time migration at a
given image point is either constant or a simple gradient
of the form v ¼ v0 þ kz, such that there is no ray kink-
ing. In contrast, the velocity model for depth migration
attempts to approximate the true layer-by-layer interval
velocities with ray bending and kinking at each abrupt
change in the velocity-depth model (Gray et al., 2001).
In time migration, the imaging velocity model often
begins with the root-mean-square (rms) velocity com-
puted from unmigrated CMP gathers, which is then
scaled to obtain the best focusing at every output loca-
tion (Gray et al., 2001). Because there are no lateral
velocity variations to focus the energy at a given image
point, there is no need for explicit ray tracing, such that
time migration is much faster than depth migration. If
there are significant lateral velocity variations that give
rise to ray bending, time migration not only laterally mis-
positions a given dipping seismic event, but it may also

Figure 1. (a) The surface photograph and (b) the near-sur-
face model built using a tomographic method of our research
survey in the overthrust belt of the Tuha Basin, China. They
indicate serious elevation variations from approximately 500
to 1700 m above the sea level, and they illustrate different
types of the near surface, including the relatively flat Gobi des-
ert covered with coarse gravels (blue arrow), the mountain
front transition zone (red arrow), and the mountain outcrop
area with high-velocity carboniferous rocks (orange arrow).
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separate or overlap adjoining parts of what should be a
continuous reflector.

The velocity model used in depth migration is a
smoothed representation of the true interval velocity,
where for Kirchhoff migration, the smoothness is on the
order of a wavelength (Gray et al., 2001), but it can be
less for the one-way wave equation and RTM algo-
rithms. All three of these implementations (ray-based,
one-way wave-equation, or hyperbolic two-way wave
equation) algorithms accurately bend the rays at each
location in the subsurface where the velocity changes,
such that depth migration can image complicated sub-
surface structures much more accurately than time mi-
gration can.

In our study, we perform the numerical tests on a
land survey with overthrust structures of the Tuha Ba-
sin. The survey exhibits complicated subsurface struc-
tures and rugged topography. Figure 1a shows the
surface photograph that covers our survey, which indi-
cates very complex near-surface conditions. Figure 1b
shows the near-surface model built using a tomographic
method, which indicates serious elevation variations
from approximately 500 to 1700 m above sea level.
Figure 1a and 1b also illustrates different types of the
near surface, including the relatively flat Gobi desert
covered with coarse gravels (blue arrow), the mountain
front transition zone (red arrow), and the
mountain outcrop areawith high-velocity
carboniferous rocks (orange arrow).

Although some pitfalls of time migra-
tion, such as velocity pull up/push down
(e.g., Fagin, 1996) are well-known to in-
terpreters working on overthrust terrains,
we reveal these phenomena by construct-
ing the model shown in Figure 2b based
on the depth-domain structural inter-
pretation (Figure 2a) of a typical line in
the overthrust belt shown in Figure 1.
There are a shallow overthrust structure
and some underlying faults in the model.
We then generate a suite of common-
shot synthetics using a 2D finite-differ-
ence scalar wave-equation algorithm. The
time-processing steps prior to migration
are similar to those applied to the field
data. Figure 2c and 2d shows the result-
ing prestack time- and depth-migrated im-
ages. Note the improved fidelity of the
depth-migrated image compared with the
true model. Faults are accurately imaged
to their correct location in depth migra-
tion, but they are distorted and misposi-
tioned by time migration. There are
strong fault shadow effects on the deep-
est two reflectors (yellow arrows) in the
prestack time-migration image, which
are caused by the rapidly varying lateral
velocity contrast across the dipping
faults. These reflections are nonhyper-

bolic around the faults, resulting in weak time-migrated
images. It is difficult to image these dipping fault zones
with prestack timemigration (Figure 2c), due to its inabil-
ity to handle lateral velocity variations. The fault-plane
reflection is also mispositioned with prestack time migra-
tion (blue arrows). In contrast, prestack depth-migration
images these fault zones much better (Figure 2d). There
are fewer migration artifacts in depth imaging, with the
pull-up artifacts removed. Multiples are more coherent,
but they are easier to identify as being multiples on the
prestack time-migrated volume, indicated by the red ar-
rows in Figure 2c. On the depth-migrated data, the multi-
ples are weaker, but they are no longer periodic, and they
may be misidentified as primaries on the prestack depth-
migrated data volume (red arrow in Figure 2d).

The primary processing steps of the workflow are
shown in Figure 3. Other steps, such as geometry def-
inition, first-break picking, muting, and velocity picking
also affect the imaging quality. There are four key steps
for depth imaging in the overthrust belt: static correc-
tions, noise attenuation, the prestack depth migration
algorithm, and depth-domain velocity model building.
Each will be discussed in detail in the following sub-
sections.

Figure 2. A synthetic model built from the image of the Tuha Basin to quantify
any limits in imaging the overthrust structures. (a) Depth-domain structural in-
terpretation of a typical line of our research survey. (b) Velocity-depth model
used to generate acoustic wave equation synthetic shot gathers using a finite-
difference algorithm. Resulting images from (c) prestack time migration and
(d) prestack depth migration. Note the strong fault shadow effects on the deep-
est two reflectors (yellow arrows) on the prestack time migration. Prestack
depth migration could image these fault zones much better. The fault-plane re-
flection is also mispositioned with prestack time migration (blue arrows). There
are fewer migration artifacts in depth imaging, and the pull-up pitfall is also re-
moved in depth imaging. In contrast, the multiples are more coherent, but they
are easier to identify as being multiples on the prestack time-migrated volume.
Although the multiples are weaker, they may be misidentified as being structures
on the prestack depth-migrated data volume (red arrows).
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Computing the near-surface velocity model
Properly accounting for elevation and weathering

zone effects is critical for land processing (Yilmaz, 2001),
and it is more challenging in areas with rough topogra-
phy, such as in overthrust terrains. The Tuha Basin
expresses variable topography, including flat plains and
desert, the mountain front, and the mountains them-
selves. In most land surveys, the seismic data are re-
corded by geophones deployed on the surface of a
low-velocity weathering zone. Energy impinging the base
of the weathering zone at shallow angles is refracted to-
ward the normal, which for relatively flat topography and
weathering zones, toward the vertical, such that the
weathering zone correction can be approximated by a
vertical (static) shift of the seismic trace. In the case of
rough topography, the surface and the base of the weath-
ering zone may not be flat. In some cases, such as in the
Tuha Basin overthrust belt, there is no weathering zone
at all, but rather the folded rocks outcrop at the surface.

In this case, there is no bending of raypaths toward the
vertical because they approach the surface. Taner et al.
(1974) show that correcting these measurements to a
flat datum requires a “dynamic” rather than a “static” cor-
rection, whereby each reflection event needs to be cor-
rected to the data by its angle of incidence back to the
datum along the raypath, rather than vertically. Reshef
(1991), Gray and Marfurt (1995), and Shragge (2005)
show that migration directly from topography implicitly
computes such a dynamic correction, providing signifi-
cantly more accurate images than the migration of data
previously corrected to a flat datum using static cor-
rections.

Although migration from topography has been avail-
able for decades, estimating an accurate velocity in
the low-fold shallow section is still difficult in the Tuha
Basin survey, refraction statics velocity analysis based
on smooth, continuous refractors fails. Furthermore,
the velocity field estimated from shallow refractions
and that estimated from deeper reflections have differ-
ent scales, making their integration into a unified veloc-
ity-depth model difficult.

Rough topography can be considered to have low-
and high-frequency components. The floating datum rep-
resents the low-frequency component, which could also
be considered to be a smoothed version of topography.
For the Tuha Basin overthrust data, we use a two-step
correction: First, we correct the high-frequency compo-
nent to a floating data, followed by migration from the
floating datum. By this, the inaccurate vertical correction
to a flat datum is minimized, whereas the data can be
regularized to a grid, in which the one-way wave-equa-
tion solutions can operate.

Yilmaz (2001) summarizes several different static
correction methods to correct the high-frequency com-
ponent of topography, including field statics, refraction
statics (Schneider and Kuo, 1985; Taner et al., 1998),
and tomostatics (Zhu et al., 1992; Bell et al., 1994; Osy-
pov, 1998). Refraction statics works well for continuous
refractors and good-quality data, but it may fail in the
presence of discontinuous refractors and poor-qual-
ity data.

The Tuha Basin overthrust belt is represented by sig-
nificant lateral variations in the near-surface structures.
In our research area, the near-surface changes from the
Gobi Desert through a mountain front transition zone,
followed by the mountain outcrop area (Figure 1b). The
Gobi Desert is relatively flat with small elevation varia-
tions. In the mountain front transition zone, the eleva-
tion variations become larger, but there is still a stable
refraction layer. The mountain outcrop area exhibits
serious lateral variations, and there are no stable refrac-
tion layers.

Given the heterogeneity, no single static correction
technique works for the entire line. We illustrate our hy-
brid static correction workflow using a representative
line drawn from the survey shown in Figure 4. Three dif-
ferent static correction methods, including field statics,
refraction statics, and tomostatics, are used for numeri-

Figure 3. The seismic processing workflow in the overthrust
belt indicate the four key steps for seismic imaging in the over-
thrust belt, including statics correction, noise attenuation,
prestack depth-migration algorithm, and depth-domain veloc-
ity model building.
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cal tests. Figure 4a, 4d, and 4g shows the imaging results
in the Gobi desert area after static correction with these
three different methods. In this area, the topographic
variation is relatively small and there are abundant mi-
crologging and shallow refraction data in our survey, re-
sulting in an accurate image using the conventional field
static correction method (Figure 4a).

The comparative results for the mountain front tran-
sition belt are indicated in Figure 4b, 4e, and 4h. There
are stable refraction layers (Figure 1b) in this area and
the data quality is relatively high, which satisfy the re-
quirement of the refraction method. The resulting image
using refraction statics (Figure 4e) is better than those
using the other two methods (Figure 4b and 4h).

Figure 4c, 4f, and 4i shows the three results in the
mountain area with outcropped structures. Refraction
layers are absent, and the data quality is relatively poor.
In this area, the refraction method fails to produce a
good image (Figure 4f). In contrast, a tomographic sol-
ution provides a significantly improved image (Figure 4i)
over the two other methods.

Because tomographic statics provides a more con-
tinuous shallow reflector (yellow arrow) and higher res-
olution deeper reflector (orange arrow), refraction
statics provides a more continuous reflector at depth
for the mountain front example (red arrow), and field
statics provides more continuous reflectors in the Gobi
Desert example (blue arrow), we construct a hybrid
method that uses each static correction where it works
best. We integrate the three solutions using cokriging in-
terpolation to obtain an optimum static
correction spanning the different types
of topography.

Multidomain seismic noise
attenuation

Wang et al. (2012) report that land sur-
veys acquired over overthrust structures
such as those of the Tuha Basin are con-
taminated by multiple types of noise, in-
cluding backscattered ground roll and
high-velocity shallow refractions. The
S/N is exacerbated when older, more
indurated rocks outcrop, giving rise to
high-velocity, poorly attenuated ground
roll, and high-amplitude head waves that
exhibit similar velocities to the vertically
traveling reflections. If aliased, such
noise overprints subsequent depth imag-
ing with artifacts, masking reflections
and diffractions of interest (Marfurt and
Duquet, 1999). When stronger than the
reflections, the noise renders velocity
analysis more difficult and prone to event
mispicks, resulting in an inaccurate
velocity-depth model.

For the Tuha Basin survey discussed
here, noise could not be adequately sup-
pressed in either the common-midpoint

or common-shot domain. For this reason, we follow the
workflow described by Vermeer (1991) that suggests
cascaded filtering, first in the common-shot domain
(which allows suppression of noise radiating away from
the shot) followed by the common-receiver domain
(which allows suppression radiating toward the receiv-
ers). The latter noise trains include not just remnants of
the previously suppressed shot to receiver ground roll
and headwaves, but also backscattered energy from
surface topography and irregular weathering zones.

Figure 5a shows a representative common-shot
gather, in which strong linear noise masks the underlying
signal. This noise leaks through the stack array indicated
by the yellow arrows in Figure 5e. In our research, the
linear noise is suppressed with an f -k filtering method
(Yilmaz, 1987; Zhou and Greenhalgh, 1994). The linear
event function u in the t-x domain can be expressed as

uðx; tÞ ¼ sðtÞ � δðt − x tanðαÞ þ bÞ; (1)

where sðtÞ is a band-limited wavelet, b is the intercept of
the linear event on t-axis, and α is the angle between the
linear event and x-axis. We transform the input seismic
data uðx; tÞ from the t-x domain to the f -k domain:

Uðk;ωÞ ¼ SðωÞ expðiωbÞδðk − ω tanðαÞÞ
¼ SðωÞ expðiωbÞδðω − k cosðαÞÞ; (2)

where Uðk;ωÞ and SðωÞ are the Fourier transform of
uðx; tÞ and sðtÞ. The linear noise will be suppressed

Figure 4. The effect of alternative statics solutions on the final depth-migrated
images for the overthrust belt, Gobi Desert, and mountain front field data exam-
ples. Tomographic statics (i) provides a more continuous shallow reflector (yel-
low arrow) and higher resolution deeper reflector (orange arrow) than does
(f) refraction statics or (c) field statics for the overthrust belt. (e) Refraction
statics provides a more continuous reflector at depth for the mountain front ex-
ample (red arrow) than does (h) tomographic statics or (b) field statics. In con-
trast, (a) field statics provides more continuous reflectors in the Gobi Desert
example (blue arrow) than does (d) refraction statics or (g) tomographic statics.
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according to their dips in the f -k domain. Figure 5b
shows the same shot gather after linear noise attenuation
using the f -k filter. Although there is little noise on the
resulting gather, after stack the linear noise reappears
indicated by orange arrows in Figure 5f. Resorting the
f -k filtered common-shot gathers to common-receiver
gathers shows that significant linear noise remains (Fig-
ure 5c). Application of a second pass of f -k filtering in the
common-receiver domain suppresses this noise compo-
nent (Figure 5d). Two passes of f -k filtering, first in the
common-shot domain and then in common-receiver do-
main, results in the stacked section shown in Figure 5g,
in which one sees that the cascaded filter significantly
reduces the noise in the stack, allowing the reflectors
to show through.

Figure 6 shows how multistep linear noise attenua-
tion works. There are several families of linear noise
events, each with a different velocity seen on the raw
common-shot gather (Figure 6a). The linear noise with
low and high velocities exhibit different amplitudes. In
principle, if one can identify all noise events, one can
suppress them simultaneously in the f -k domain. In
practice, this is difficult, with the high-amplitude noise
masking the low-amplitude noise. Therefore, we apply
an f -k filter to suppress the stronger low-velocity linear
noise indicated by the yellow arrows (Figure 6b) first.
Next, we applied a second f -k filter to suppress the
higher velocity noise indicated by the blue arrows (Fig-
ure 6c). Although the high-velocity linear events are
effectively suppressed, aliased components of the low-
velocity events, including ground roll (red arrows), have
leaked through the filter. These remnant “shingled”
events indicated by the green arrow exhibit a high appar-
ent velocity and will be migrated as “signal” into the final
image, damaging the overall S/N and interpretability of
the section.

Wave-equation depth migration with illumination
compensation

Etgen et al. (2009) divide depth migration into ray-
based and wave-equation-based methods. Kirchhoff
depth migration (Schneider, 1978; Bleistein, 1987) is the
most popular ray-based method, and it still plays an im-
portant role in seismic imaging and migration velocity
model building. Ray theory, and therefore Kirchhoff
depth migration, is based on a high-frequency approxi-
mation, in which the seismic wavelength is much shorter
than the scale of velocity changes. One can either sum
events in depth along diffraction traveltime curves or
distribute events along deformed ellipsoids to generate
an output image. Because Kirchhoff depth migration is
based on a high-frequency, asymptotic solution of wave
equation, it does not accurately account for low-fre-
quency phenomena such as geometric scattering and
dispersion, caustics, and tunneling in the downgoing and
upcoming raypaths. A larger limitation is due to imple-
mentation rather than theory. For reasons of algorithmic
complexity, most software allows only a single raypath,
and hence computes only one traveltime, to represent

Figure 5. The results of multidimensional suppression of lin-
ear noise in the overthrust example. A representative common-
shot gather (a) before and (b) after linear noise attenuation.
(c) The rejected linear noise reappears when sorting the previ-
ously filtered data into the common-receiver gather. (d) The
same common-receiver gather shown in (c) after a second pass
of linear noise attenuation on common-receiver gather. Stacked
images of (e) the original unfiltered data, (f) after linear noise
suppression only in the common-shot domain, and (g) after
linear noise suppression in the common-shot and common-
receiver domain. Note that the linear noise in both directions
leaks through the stack array (yellow arrows). Although it
is suppressed, linear noise still leaks through after filtering
common-shot gathers (orange arrow). Sequential filtering of
common-shot gathers followed by common-receiver gathers sig-
nificantly reduces the noise in the stack shown in (g).
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the path from a surface source or receiver to the subsur-
face image point. Nevertheless, Kirchhoff depth migra-
tion has several benefits. First, compared with wave-
equation methods, the computation cost of Kirchhoff
depth migration is less, comprising precomputation of
a suite of traveltime tables, which can be generated either
by a simple ray-shooting method, wavefront extrapola-
tion, or finite-difference solutions of the eikonal equation,
followed by summation of the data along the two-way
traveltime curves. Second, Kirchhoff depth migration
has great flexibility. One can migrate directly from topog-
raphy and limit the output to a subset number of laterally
or vertically targeted subset of the earth. This latter
capability is critical for migration velocity model building,
in which one wishes to iterate only those parts of the
model that need velocity updating. Although the ability
to image sources and receivers where they are deployed
is an advantage, it is also a disadvantage if the processor
naively ignores operator aliasing resulting in artifacts
overprinting reflectors of interest (Gray et al., 2001).

In contrast, wave-equation depth-migration algo-
rithms implicitly include multipathing between any sur-

face location and the image point of interest. Imaging
through caustics and through more rugose interfaces
requires no extra software; rather, wave phenomena
are implicitly accounted for. Wave-equation solutions
require the data to be resampled on a regular grid, typ-
ically with constant “receiver” spacing, requiring premi-
gration data sampling and interpolation. This extra
layer of complexity forces the processor to deal directly
with the seismic aliasing problem that may be over-
looked when using the more flexible Kirchhoff depth-
migration algorithm.

Wave-equation migration includes one- and two-way
methods. The two-way RTM method (Hémon, 1978;
Baysal et al., 1983; McMechan, 1983; Whitmore, 1983)
is based on the full two-way wave-equation solution,
rather than on an asymptotic solution, which leads to
higher imaging precision compared with other migra-
tion methods. However, it is much more time consum-
ing, requires greater computer memory, and exhibits
greater sensitivity to velocity errors compared with
other depth-migration methods (Shan et al., 2008). In
contrast, the computationally more efficient one-way

Figure 6. Multistep linear noise attenuation for the overthrust belt example. (a) A representative common-shot gather exhibiting
high-velocity noise (blue arrows), low-velocity noise (yellow arrows), and ground roll (red arrows). The same gather after linear
noise suppression of the (b) low-velocity linear events and (c) high-velocity linear events. Although the high-velocity linear events
are effectively suppressed, aliased components of the lower velocity events, including ground roll, have leaked through the filter.
The shallow apparent dips (green arrow) of these events will be migrated as signal into the final image, damaging the overall S/N
and interpretability of the section.

Figure 7. Comparison of different depth-migration methods on the overthrust synthetic data of Figure 2. (a) Kirchhoff depth
migration, (b) conventional one-way wave-equation depth migration, and (c) amplitude-preserved one-way wave-equation depth
migration. Low-frequency artifacts creep into the Kirchhoff depth-migrated image indicated by yellow arrows, but they are largely
suppressed in the one-way wave-equation image. The underlying reflectors have poor images due to the overlying high-velocity
structures in the Kirchhoff migration, but they are effectively improved by the one-way wave-equation migration indicated by the
red arrow. The amplitude-preserving algorithm more accurately represents the correct amplitude, especially for the deep reflec-
tors indicated by the green arrow.
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wave-equation depth-migration method (Claerbout,
1971; Stoffa et al., 1990; Ristow and Ruhl, 1994) has the
advantages of multipathing and imaging through caus-
tics of a wave-equation solution, but at a cost that
allows for multiple iterations to determine the final
velocity. In one-way wave equation depth migration, the
full wavefield is divided into a downgoing wavefield
and an upgoing wavefield. These two wavefields are
extrapolated downward in depth rather than forward

and backward in time as in RTM, thereby reducing the
computer storage requirements to the solution at the
current and next depth level. The accuracy of the one-
way wave equation depth migration falls between that
of Kirchhoff depth migration and RTM. The one-way
wave equation accounts for multiple paths, so long as
they are going in the direction of wavefield extrapola-
tion, and it exhibits a lower sensitivity to velocity errors
than does RTM.

The key challenges of wave-equation
depth migration on land data include
data regularization, amplitude preserva-
tion, and velocitymodel building. Seismic
data from land surveys sometimes are
not well-sampled in different domains,
with shot spacing often coarser than
receiver group spacing. Prestack seismic
gathers often exhibit “holes” due to sur-
face “obstacles,”which add additional ar-
tifacts to the subsurface image. In our
research, seismic data regularization is
carefully handled before migration in the
f -x domain (Spitz, 1991). In this paper,
we mainly focus on amplitude preserva-
tion and depth-domain velocity model
building.

Older, more indurated rocks outcrop-
ping at or near the surface in overthrust
terrains may have significantly higher
velocities than the underlying strata.
Unless they have flat interfaces, waves
propagating through these zones may be
strongly refracted away from the deeper
target, leading to irregular subsurface il-
lumination, giving rise to lateral changes
in amplitude. After correction for spheri-
cal spreading and surface consistent
amplitude corrections, we follow Zhang
et al. (2005) and add amplitude recovery
terms to the one-way wave-equation
depth-migration algorithm that com-
pensate for the lateral variation of illumi-
nation in depth. Figure 7 shows the com-
parison of different depth-migration

Figure 9. Comparison of different depth-migration methods on the field data with overthrust structures. (a) Kirchhoff depth
migration, (b) conventional one-way wave equation depth migration, and (c) amplitude-preserved one-way wave-equation depth
migration. The underlying faults are better imaged by the one-way wave-equation depth migration (red circle). The amplitude-
preserving algorithm further compensates the imaging energy of the underlying reflectors.

Figure 8. The prestack depth migration workflow in the overthrust belt, includ-
ing the tomographic velocity updating procedure. Note that a large migration
aperture is needed to image the steeply dipping reflectors and faults in the over-
thrust belt.
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methods on the synthetic data previously shown in Fig-
ure 2. Low-frequency artifacts creep into the Kirchhoff
depth-migrated image indicated by yellow arrows in Fig-
ure 7a, but they are largely suppressed in the one-way
wave-equation image (Figure 7b). The underlying reflec-
tors are poorly imaged due to the overlying high-velocity
structures in the Kirchhoff migration (Figure 7a), but
they are well-imaged by the one-way wave-equation mi-
gration, indicated by the red arrow (Figure 7b). The am-
plitude-preserving algorithm (Figure 7c) more accurately
represents the correct amplitude, especially for the deep
reflectors indicated by the green arrow.

Figure 8 shows the prestack depth-migration work-
flow in the overthrust belt, including the tomographic
velocity updating procedure. The migration aperture
plays an important role in depth migration, especially
for structures with steeply dipping reflectors and faults,

such as overthrust structures. A much larger migration
aperture is needed to image steep reflectors than flat re-
flectors. The larger migration aperture makes prestack
depth migration more time consuming. The migration
aperture (14 km) used in the survey shown in Figure 8
is much larger than the maximum source-receiver offset
of 5.5 km, to image the steeply dipping structures.
Figure 9 compares images from three different prestack
depth migration methods, including Kirchhoff (Fig-
ure 9a), one-way wave equation (Figure 9b), and ampli-
tude-preserved one-way wave equation (Figure 9c). The
underlying faults are better imaged by the one-waywave-
equation migration (Figure 9b and 9c) indicated by the
red circle and arrow. The amplitude-preserving algo-
rithm further compensates the imaging energy of the
deep reflectors.

Depth-domain velocity model building
Gray et al. (2001) report that if the velocity is correct

and gives rise to ray bending, depth migration provides
superior images than does time migration. In contrast, if
the velocity model is inaccurate, timemigration may pro-
vide a more focused (though laterally mispositioned)
subsurface image.

Figure 10. A comparison of alternative depth-domain velocity
model building methods as measured by computing semblance
scans across the migration gathers. For accurately migrated
data, the gathers should be flat, showing amisalignment of zero.
In contrast, areas that are overcorrected will have negative
residual moveout, whereas those that are undercorrected will
have positive residual moveout. Residual moveout computed
from seismic images migrated using (a) Yilmaz’s coherent event
conversion result and (b) before and (c) after tomographic
residual velocity correction.

Figure 11. Comparison of common-image gathers located at
lateral distance 14.0 km of Figure 9 (a) before and (b) after
tomography. Note that the reflections behave upward with
residuals before tomography, and they are aligned after
tomography.
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For the Tuha Basin survey, the shallowest component
of the velocity model uses the previously described cok-
riging static correction to a floating datum. The reflection
events are then used to construct the velocity model be-
low the floating datum.

For the areas of the survey with relatively simple
structures, no outcrops, and a high S/N, an initial model
based on layer-based coherency inversion (Yilmaz, 2001)
works well. This initial model is then updated using the
tomography of the migrated gathers, iterating until the
residual moveout approaches zero (i.e., the events are
“flat”). The tomographic velocity updating workflow is
included in Figure 8. In this study, we use a layer-based
tomography method. Figure 10 shows the results of this
workflow from the Gobi Desert area of the Tuha Basin
survey. The shallower part of Figure 10a shows the in-
terpretation of a prestack time-migrated result, exhibit-
ing relatively simple structures and high data quality.
The deeper part of Figure 10a was computed using co-
herency inversion, focusing the area interpreted by the
light-blue horizon. This workflow provides a good initial
velocity model with few artifacts. Figure 10b shows
the residual about the light-blue layer horizon before
tomography. After three iterations using the tomography
method, the residual is better focused, converging to-
ward zero, which is shown in Figure 10c. In Figure 11, we
show the depth-domain common-image gathers located

at x ¼ 14.0 km in Figure 9. The reflections are overcor-
rected on the common-image gather without tomogra-
phy, and there are obvious vertical residuals (Figure 11a).
After tomography iterations, the reflections are aligned
along the offset axis on the common-image gather and
the vertical residuals are almost zero (Figure 11b).

There are plenty of faults and steeply dipping reflec-
tors in our research survey, as shown in the represen-
tative seismic line in Figure 2. The underlying structures
are important exploration targets in the Tuha Basin.
However, the imaging of these structures is difficult
due to the overlying outcropped rocks with very high
velocities. Depth-domain interval velocity model build-
ing is critical for the imaging of these structures. Due to
the complexity in these areas, the workflow for velocity
model building in Figure 8 fails. The deeper part of Fig-
ure 12a shows the coherency inversion result of one
layer in the overlying outcropped area. It is chaotic,
making it difficult to pick accurate initial velocities.
The simpler conversion of rms stacking velocities to in-
terval velocities also fails. If the initial velocity model is
too far from the correct velocity, the tomographic
velocity updating workflow also fails.

Coherency inversion indicates three candidate veloc-
ity ranges. The lowest range is tightly clustered at ap-
proximately 2000 m/s. We consider this velocity to be
unreasonably low for the older rocks in the Tuha Basin.

Figure 12a shows the velocity model
built with the middle range of velocities,
without any geologic constraints. How-
ever, Figure 12b shows that the corre-
sponding depth migration is of poor
quality with crossing events, even after
several iterations of tomography. The
overlying outcropped rocks were mea-
sured directly and found to exhibit a very
high velocity of approximately 5000 m∕s.
Based on this outcrop analysis, we
choose the highest range of velocities
to be the initial velocity model. After sev-
eral tomographic iterations (Figure 12c),
we obtain an improved, better focused
subsurface image (Figure 12d). The black
arrows indicate better illuminated, shal-
low, steeply dipping reflectors. The green
arrow indicates a suite of previously
poorly illuminated horizontal reflectors.
The blue arrow shows that the shallow
high-velocity part of the model signifi-
cantly changes the depth and structural
orientation of the deeper anticlinal target.

With the workflow presented in this
paper, we evaluate the prestack depth-
migration result in our research survey.
Figure 13 shows the comparison of pre-
stack time and depth migration. The pre-
stack time-migration image (Figure 13a)
is displayed in time, and the prestack
depth-migration image (Figure 13b) is

Figure 12. The importance of adding geologic constraints in building the veloc-
ity depth model for the overthrust example. (a) Velocity-depth model and (b) cor-
responding seismic image built using the seismic data alone. Seismically derived
velocities are more accurate for intermediate depths, where the fold (more ac-
curately, the number of illuminating raypaths) is high. Considering the geologic
settings of this area, the overlying outcropped rocks behave very high velocity.
The range of velocities that we choose is too low, and it makes the initial velocity
model far from the correct one, so it is difficult for the tomography algorithm to
converge. Incorporating this geologic information into the (c) update velocity
depth model generates (d) an improved, better focused subsurface image.
The black arrows indicate better illuminated shallow steeply dipping reflectors,
the green arrow shows a suite of previously poorly illuminated horizontal reflec-
tors, and the blue arrow shows that the higher shallow velocity significantly
changes the depth and structural orientation of the deeper anticlinal target.
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displayed in depth. Note the superior quality of the
depth-migrated result (Figure 13b) compared with the
time-migrated result (Figure 13a). Specifically, depth mi-
gration better images the faults and the steeply dipping
strata more clearly than does time migration. There are
also fewer migration artifacts (unfocused ellipses) in the
depth imaging result. When examining differences in
the strata underneath the overthrust structure, the time
migration shows them dipping up to the right due to the
velocity pull-up pitfall, whereas the depth migration
shows them dipping down to the right. This velocity pull-
up pitfall is common in time imaging beneath high-veloc-
ity overlying structures.

Conclusion
Imaging overthrust geologic structures is difficult for

several reasons. First, overthrust terrains exhibit high

lateral variations in velocity, requiring depth migration,
and in turn an accurate velocity-depth model. Second,
this lateral variation in geology occurs near the surface
as well as at depth; the shallow section is often poorly
illuminated, potentially resulting in erroneous estimates
of the shallow velocity, thereby degrading all deeper im-
ages. In our example, we found that incorporating out-
crop measurements provided a more accurate velocity-
depth model and better subsurface images. Third, be-
cause older, more indurated rocks may lie near the sur-
face, the seismic data may be contaminated by high-
amplitude headwaves and other linear noise. Cascaded
linear noise attenuation performed first on common-
shot and then on common-receiver gathers effectively
suppresses much of this noise, but it leaves aliased
low-velocity components in the filtered images. These
aliased components have shallow apparent dip and will
overprint the subsequent migrated image. Overthrust
terrains can exhibit rugose topography. We find that to-
mographic statics solutions provide significantly im-
proved images over simple elevation corrections and
conventional refraction statics solutions in the moun-
tain area. Finally, tomographic velocity updating pro-
vides improved images over simpler residual velocity
analysis techniques. The numerical tests on the syn-
thetic overthrust model data and the field data in the
Tuha Basin indicate that this paper’s method could pro-
vide high-quality seismic images for the overthrust
structures.

In summary, there is no simple solution to imaging
overthrust geology. Appropriate modification and sig-
nificant care at each step of the processing and imaging
workflow to account for these particularly challenging
imaging problem is necessary.
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